Logistics Team
Minutes
January 25th, 2010

Approve January 7th, 2010 Minutes:
  • Postponed

Mock Site Visit Schedule:
  • Add Criterion Committees 1 and 2 meet with one visit member, 3 meets with one visit member, and 4 and 5 meet with one visit member idea is ½ hour meetings.
  • Merge ITS and CEO together.
  • Meeting Rooms in Bridgeman for debriefing and preparation for the Mock Visit members?
  • Lunch will be provided for the Mock Visit members and members of the Criterion Committees during their meetings. Idea is 3 separate rooms perhaps in the lower union. Pat Guilfoile will try to hurry the special expense sheet along to get approved quickly.

Other:
  • “Accreditation Times”- Pat Guilfoile brought this up. There is information in this publication that may help us get geared up for the HLC visit in March (what faculty should know, what students should know). This type of information was also provided by Elizabeth. She brought a sheet detailing these things as well.
  • Criterion Committees are working on talking points.

Next meeting to be held at the normal weekly time Monday Feb. 1st at 2 p.m. in the Resource Room.